Committee on Social Services
~MINUTES~
Tuesday, March 26, 2019
1:01 PM

Committee Chair: Kitley Covill

Committee Room, 148 Martine Avenue, 8th Floor, White Plains, NY 10601

www.westchesterlegislators.com

CALL TO ORDER
Joint with Environment, Health & Energy
With a quorum present, D8 Legislator (Vice Chair) Alfreda Williams called the meeting to
order at 1:10 PM.
Attendee Name

Title

Status

Kitley Covill

Chair

Absent

Nancy Barr

D6 Legislator

Present

MaryJane Shimsky

D12 Legislator (Majority Whip)

Present

David J. Tubiolo

D14 Legislator

Absent

Alfreda Williams

D8 Legislator (Vice Chair)

Present

Arrived

MINUTES APPROVAL
1.
2.
3.

Monday, February 25, 2019 at 10:04 AM
Tuesday, February 26, 2019 at 10:00 AM
Monday, March 04, 2019 at 10:05 AM

I. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
Discussion on Westchester County Suicide Prevention Task-Force.
Commissioner Orth began the discussion and gave a brief history of the Westchester County
Suicide Prevention Task Force, which started 4 years ago and Co-chaired by Commissioner
Orth and Barbara Bernstein who is an Administrator at Mental Health of Westchester, the
task-force is comprised of members from major County departments such as Department of
Social Services, Youth Bureau, Department of Health, Public Safety, the Medical Examiner's
Office and several volunteer mental health agencies, colleges in Westchester as well as
Southern Putnam BOCES as well as advocates and people with lived experiences. The taskforces focuses on a comprehensive approach to addressing suicide prevention, awareness,
education, intervention and post-vention. It is a chapter from NYS that comes with
guidance, technical assistance and very little money. Commissioner Orth went over various
programs provide through the task-force. Some of the people at risk for suicide are
individuals who have experienced a loss be it a job or a divorce. In addition to traditional
treatment it is important to use jobs, schools, colleges to reach out to at risk people.
Veterans are also a target population.
Mr. Befus addresses the Committee and spoke to how having the multi-disciplinary role of
working with the various departments and colleges, mental health advocates as well as
those with lived experiences has helped with dealing with families and youth.
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Legislator Barr asked the guest to clarify what lived experience is, if it's someone who has
attempted suicide or lived with someone who completed.
Commissioner Orth responded that it is both of those populations. The task-forces has been
working on alternatives to suicide , it's a movement that started in Massachusetts with
people who have shared lived experience, this is kind of like a peer support group. But
many individuals do not identify with having a mental health issue, some people struggling
with the day to day struggle of living with suicidal thoughts and contemplating suicide daily.
It's a peer to peer support group with a curriculum, it does not work for everyone and it is
designed to work in conjunction with mental health treatment.
Maria Idoni, Area Director of the American Society for Suicide Prevention (ASSP) introduced
herself to the committee, she was on the task-force but she is now used as a resource.
ASSP provides free resources and offers co-sponsorship for different training such as safe
talk assist, mental health first aid, mental health youth first aid etc.
Ms. Idoni asked for the number of suicides in Westchester County. Commissioner Orth
responded that the most recent number available is 17. For the past few years Westchester
is averaging 74 completed suicides.
Legislator Parker asked for more clarity or a description of what is means to be
dysreguslated in the context of this conversation. Commissioner Orth responded that many
times is mean the person does not feel safe or connected. With young children they may or
not have mental health issues so they begin to feel anxious, they have trouble controlling
their physical behaviors or their mind may drift all of those are in a sense of being
dysregulated.
Legislator Parker asked about early detection to identify possible victims of suicide?
Ms. Idoni responded that there aren't many resources to help with early detection.
Commissioner Orth there's a Columbia approach but they are not sure how effective that is.
Many people who have completed suicide have seen a physician prior to their suicide and
they too did not recognize any signs. There is evidence that shows people who recently
experienced a loss are susceptible to suicide. People who work very stressful jobs such as
law enforcement, first responders, veteran and people who have been exposed to trauma
are at a higher risk.
Ms. Idoni added, Putman County is doing a First Responder's training for suicide work. Many
of the Police Officers often ask "are you thinking of hurting yourself?" This is not the right
question to ask, they should ask "are you thinking about killing yourself, or committing
suicide". Little things like that and the education make a big difference in prevention.
The Medical examiner is now doing a training where they bring a folder of information and
resources to the survivors of victims. There's also a survivors outreach program that DCMH
has been using for aid survivors. There's two support groups for survivors in Westchester
and there will be a support group hopefully by next year for those with lived experience.
Because
Legislator A. Williams asked is there are any training for the parents to recognize when their
children are dysregulating?
Commissioner Orth responded that it is encouraged and some schools are better at
engaging parents, some may even provide an evening program to show them what signs to
look for and also shows them what is being done in the school so that parents can also do it
in the homes. There was a study done that correlated children who are dysregulating and
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parents who are using technology and smart phone. It was found that those children has
less interaction and physical contact with parents and the impact is has on the child. Many
of the head start programs are seeing the correlation between the lack of nurturing and
contact with the child.
Legislator Barr asked what about pediatricians, they ask questions but do they ask
questions about mental health?
Commissioner Orth, there is more awareness and it is being incorporated, as well as an
initiative with NYS Mental Health called Project Teach it was originally a consultation model
used for Primary Healthcare providers because many of the Physicians didn't have the time
to go to trainings so now if a physician has a patient who they fear is at risk they can all the
hotline and they can get help through a psychiatrist. It has been underused in NYS because
many physicians shy aware from mental health.
Renee Recchia, Department of Health added they do no hear are of many physicians using
that program but they could do a follow up to see how effective it's been.
Ms. Idoni mentioned a program called Safe Side where ASSP will pay for the training for
physicians but the problem is getting the Physicians to show up.
Legislator A. Williams asked about the medical societies and if they've tried to reach out to
them and maybe have it included in their program for conferences.
Commissioner Orth spoke to some of the suicide numbers around Westchester trends differ
across the State. In 2017, out of the completed 74 suicide 27 were by hanging, 17 by
gunshot, drug use is also a high number, 5 completed suicide by jumping from a building
and 4 by jumping in front of a train. Based on gender 65% of the victims are male. In the
age category there's been an increase since 2016, between the ages of 10-19 years of there
were 2 completed suicides, in 2017 there was 6. The majority are 50 -59 years of age. And
out of the 74 completed suicides the majority was white but there has been an increase in
Hispanics.
Legislator Barr asked if there is a correlation between the 50-59 year olds committing
suicide because of the loss of a job.
Commissioner Orth stated, there are so many difference factors.
Legislator A. Williams asked about the opioid addiction problem.
Commissioner MCGuire answered that It is often difficult for the medical Examiner to
determine the cause of death in those instances because overdoses are generally treated as
an accident. People overdose all the time, a number of times those people are homeless and
some of the deaths are related to substance abuse and other times is the mixture of that
was injected into their bodies. But the intent to actually to kill themselves is hard to
determine as opposed to someone who jumps in front of a train. There aren't too many
suicides which youths in foster care but there is a number of suicide ideation, where
children are articulating that they are thinking of killing themselves.
Legislator Barr asked what can the Legislators do to help?
Commissioner Orth, DCMH is working on messaging and marketing to bring awareness to
suicide. Also, collaborative efforts with other departments and organizations would help to
maximize on the efforts.
Legislator Barr recommended Legislators can send out eNews to their constituents.
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Renee Recchia added that the Health Department launch a health survey that has gone out
to identify the most pressing health issue affecting families and communities and the top
responses are substance abuse and mental health. There will be a health summit on April
5th where they will discuss the results of the survey with the services providers and one of
the break outs will be specifically dedicated to Mental Health.

II. OTHER BUSINESS
Unfinished Business and any other agenda items to come before the Committee.

III. RECEIVE & FILE
1. (ID # 11695) Communication – HON. MARYJANE SHIMSKY: Buzzfeed.com
Article - "Here's How One Small Town Beat the Opioid Epidemic":
Forwarding a Buzzfeed.com article entitled, "Here's How One Small Town Beat the Opioid
Epidemic."
No action was taken.
RESULT:

PENDING

2. (ID # 11693) Communication – HON. MARYJANE SHIMSKY: Governing
Magazine Article - "To Fund Mental Health Care, States and Cities Raise Taxes":
Forwarding a Governing Magazine article entitled, "To Fund Mental Health Care, States and
Cities Raise Taxes."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

3. (ID # 11692) Communication – HON. MARYJANE SHIMSKY: Governing
Magazine Article - "Opioid Epidemic and Syphilis Outbreaks Complicate Trumps
HIV Plan":
Forwarding a Governing Magazine article entitled, "Opioid Epidemic and Syphilis Outbreaks
Complicate Trumps HIV Plan."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

4. (ID # 11672) Communication – HON. DAMON R. MAHER: The New Yorker
Article - "The Jail Health-Care Crisis":
Forwarding an article from The New Yorker entitled, "The Jail Health-Care Crisis."
No action was taken
RESULT:
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5. (ID # 11627) Communication – HON. DAMON R. MAHER: The Atlantic Article "What Are Active-Shooter Drills Doing to Kids?":
Forwarding an article from The Atlantic entitled, "What Are Active-Shooter Drills Doing to
Kids?"
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

6. (ID # 11623) Communication – HON. NANCY E. BARR: NYSAC Press Release "Counties Voice Concerns about NYS Marijuana Proposal":
Forwarding a NYSAC Press Release entitled, "Counties Voice Concerns about NYS Marijuana
Proposal."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

7. (ID # 11616) Communication – HON. MARYJANE SHIMSKY: NYSAC Newsletter "Bipartisan Conference of NYS County Leaders Sets Priorities for 2019":
Forwarding the NYSAC Newsletter: "Bipartisan Conference of NYS County Leaders Sets
Priorities for 2019."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

8. (ID # 11612) Communication – HON. MARYJANE SHIMSKY: NCPR Newsletter "Medical foster homes can be an option for elderly veterans but the VA won't pay":
Forwarding a newsletter from North County Public Radio (NCPR) entitled, "Medical foster
homes can be an option for elderly veterans but the VA won't pay for them."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

9. (ID # 11597) Communication – HON. DAMON R. MAHER: County News Article "What's next for the 2020 Census?":
Forwarding a County News article entitled, "What's next for the 2020 Census?"
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

10. (ID # 11596) Communication – HON. BENJAMIN BOYKIN: NYTimes Article "Jail or Bail? There's a New Option":
Forwarding a New York Times article entitled, "Jail or Bail? There's a New Option."
No action was taken
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PENDING

11. (ID # 11559) Communication – LEGISLATORS SHIMSKY, MAHER, BOYKIN, L.
WILLIAMS, A. WILLIAMS, BARR, JOHNSON, COVILL, CLEMENTS, BORGIA, PARKER
AND PEREZ: New York Times Article-"4 Arrested and 23 Guns Seized in Plot
Against Muslim Enclave in Upstate NY":
Forwarding a New York Times article entitled, "4 Arrested and 23 Guns Seized in Plot
Against Muslim Enclave in Upstate NY."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

12. (ID # 11556) Communication – LEGISLATORS SHIMSKY, MAHER, BOYKIN, L.
WILLIAMS, A. WILLIAMS, BARR, JOHNSON, COVILL, CLEMENTS, BORGIA, PARKER
AND PEREZ : Dailykos.com Article - "States that spend more money on libraries,
parks and highways have happier":
Forwarding a Dailykos.com article entitled, "States that spend more money on libraries,
parks and highways have happier Americans, study says."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

13. (ID # 11555) Communication – LEGISLATORS SHIMSKY, CUNZIO, MAHER,
BOYKIN, L. WILLIAMS, A. WILLIAMS, BARR, JOHNSON, CLEMENTS, COVILL,
BORGIA, PARKER AND PEREZ: RochesterFirst.com Article - "Program will provide
opioid addiction treatment to Monroe inmates":
Forwarding a RochesterFirst.com article entitled, "Program will provide opioid addiction
treatment to Monroe County inmates."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

14. (ID # 11554) Communication – LEGISLATORS SHIMSKY, MAHER, BOYKIN, L.
WILLIAMS, A. WILLIAMS, BARR, JOHNSON, COVILL, CLEMENTS, BORGIA, PARKER
AND PEREZ: New York Times Article - "How to Inoculate Against Anti-Vaxxers":
Forwarding a New York Times article entitled, "How to Inoculate Against Anti-Vaxxers."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

15. (ID # 11522) Communication – LEGISLATORS MAHER, SHIMSKY, BOYKIN,
L.WILLIAMS, A.WILLIAMS, BARR, JOHNSON, COVILL, CLEMENTS, BORGIA, PARKER
AND PEREZ : County News Article - "Counties Can Help Build the Case for
Investing in Early Childhood Education":
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Forwarding a County News article entitled, "Counties Can Help Build the Case for Investing
in Early Childhood Education."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

16. (ID # 11515) Communication – LEGISLATORS TUBIOLO, PEREZ, MAHER,
BARR, COVILL, JOHNSON AND BORGIA: Boston Herald Article - "Body Shaming a
Problem on and off the Web":
Forwarding a Boston Herald article entitled, "Body Shaming a Problem on and off the Web."
No action was taken
RESULT:

PENDING

ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Legislator A. Williams seconded by Legislator Barr the Committee adjourned at
2:17 PM.
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Committee on Social Services
~MINUTES~
Monday, February 25, 2019
10:04 AM

Committee Chair: Kitley Covill

Committee Room, 148 Martine Avenue, 8th Floor, White Plains, NY 10601

www.westchesterlegislators.com

CALL TO ORDER
With a quorum present, Chair Kitley Covill called the meeting to order at 10:14 AM.
Attendee Name

Title

Status

Kitley Covill

Chair

Present

Nancy Barr

D6 Legislator

Present

MaryJane Shimsky

D12 Legislator (Majority Whip)

Present

David J. Tubiolo

D14 Legislator

Present

Alfreda Williams

D8 Legislator (Vice Chair)

Absent

Benjamin Boykin

D5 Legislator (Chairman)

Present

Arrived

Dr. DaMia Harris-Madden, Executive Director, Bernie Dean, Fiscal Advisor from the Youth
Bureau

MINUTES APPROVAL
I. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
1. (ID # 11500) Act – Grant Agrmnt-Sexual Risk Avoidance Education Program:
AN ACT authorizing the County of Westchester to enter into a grant agreement with the
United States Department of Health and Human Services to accept grant funds to launch a
Sexual Risk Avoidance Education Program and also to enter into intermunicipal agreements
with the Cities of Mount Vernon, New Rochelle and White Plains for services to be funded
with the grant funds.
Dr. DaMia Harris-Madden, Executive Director and Bernie Dean, fiscal Advisor from the Youth
Bureau came before the Committee to discuss item #11500-Grant Agreement- Sexual Risk
Avoidance Education Program. This is an Act that would authorize the County acting through
its Youth Bureau to enter into a grant agreement with the United States Department of
Health and Human Services to accept grant funds to launch a Sexual Risk
Avoidance Education Program to address the needs of teen pregnancy prevention, sexually
transmitted disease prevention and youth engagement in the four highest risk cities in
Westchester; Mount Vernon, Yonkers, White Plains and New Rochelle. The total amount of
the grant will be $225,000 for a period starting September 30, 2018 through September 29,
2019. These cities are determined by population and data from the Department of Health.
This program is evidence based on the Dibble Institute education curriculum. This program
is multi layered and is an esteem building, healthy relationship program promoting self
Social Services
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respect and abstinence. It is a short run program that is a push in to other programs
including a workforce development program. The members are concerned that this program
may not be enough, and an abstinence plus program would be more beneficial to these
municipalities.
This item was postponed for approximately one hour for further information from the
Department.
The Committee went into recess at 10:45 AM.

No Action was taken.
RESULT:

PENDING

II. OTHER BUSINESS
Unfinished Business and any other agenda items to come before the Committee.

III. RECEIVE & FILE
ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Legislator Shimsky seconded by Legislator Barr the Committee adjourned at 1:34
PM.
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Committee on Social Services
~MINUTES~
Tuesday, February 26, 2019
10:00 AM

Committee Chair: Kitley Covill

Committee Room, 148 Martine Avenue, 8th Floor, White Plains, NY 10601

www.westchesterlegislators.com

CALL TO ORDER

Attendee Name

Title

Status

Kitley Covill

Chair

Present

Nancy Barr

D6 Legislator

Present

MaryJane Shimsky

D12 Legislator (Majority Whip)

Present

David J. Tubiolo

D14 Legislator

Remote

Alfreda Williams

D8 Legislator (Vice Chair)

Absent

Arrived

Kevin McGuire - Commissioner of Social Services, John Befus, DSS, Dr. DaMia HarrisMadden - Executive Director of the Youth Bureau David Ryan - Chief of Police Pound Ridge,
Alison Boak - Founder of IOFA (International Organization for Adolescents) Robi Schlaff Office for Women, Natalie Chara My Sister's Place

MINUTES APPROVAL
1.

Tuesday, January 22, 2019 at 11:00 AM

On motion of Legislator Shimsky, seconded by Legislator Barr the minutes were
approved 3 -0.
2.

Wednesday, January 23, 2019 at 1:04 PM

On motion of Legislator Shimsky, seconded by Legislator Barr the minutes were
approved 3 -0.

I. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
Discussion on Human Trafficking and Domestic Violence

Chair Covill opened the meeting and invited the guests to the table. Alie Boak began the discussion with
a brief overview of how the Anti-Human Trafficking Taskforce began. It started in 2009 with Chief of
Police, Dave Ryan in the Town of Pound Ridge, there was a case of labor trafficking that was found to
include sexual exploitation, the case was very complex and the trafficker will receive life in prison. The
task-force was started after a meeting with the Chief Ryan, Alie Boak and My Sister's Place was the
organization providing Social Services to the victims, and the question was asked about what they will
do because they do not want Human Trafficking in Westchester County. The goal of the task force is to
Social Services
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conduct proactive investigations of Human Trafficking crimes within Westchester, coordinate those
investigations with Local State and Federal law enforcement and service providers. Identify victims of all
types of trafficking.
Natalie Chara, Director of the Human Trafficking Program at My Sister's Place

Ms. Boak responded that there are no estimates anywhere. Data collection is one of the biggest
problems because it’s a hidden and underground crimes. And every state has a different definition of
what trafficking is and it makes it difficult to define and track. What the task-force does and sees is how
their outreach and training efforts increase which enables them to see how the numbers are increasing
in Westchester County. As of 2018 WC has identified the second most number of trafficking victims
outside of NYC. It may be because the great efforts of Social Services because they have a policy that any
child that comes into their system gets screened for trafficking.
Chief Ryan spoke to the challenges of Law enforcement. He makes an effort to train the new recruits
about Human Trafficking. There needs to be more training because it's out there, there have been 6
cases in Pound Ridge alone. Although it's a challenge there are complex cases which require a lot of man
hours. There can be 11, 12, 13 interviews with the victims just to get a little bit of information. There's
foreign trafficking and domestic trafficking. There is no single source of database on trafficking but it
does not exist which is a major challenge.
Chair Covill then asked the Department of Social Services (DSS) to address the committee and share
whatever information they can that is not confidential.
John Befus, Deputy Commissioner of DSS, the work DSS did with Safe Harbor which is a state legislator
to treat trafficked youth as victims and not offenders. In 2012 DSS began as a member of the task-force
and started a program to train to develop a plan to identify victims of human trafficking. After Safe
Harbor began it was discovered that it is much more difficult to reach the victims.
Chair Covill asked if DSS has contracts with providers.
Mr. Befus responded yes, there biggest partner is Children's Village, the program was very specific, in
addition to training up the case management team and worked with them on a model that involves a lot
of psycho educational work, alternative therapy, art and cooking therapy etc. they tie into their
motivational work.
Chair Covill asked if there victims are housed at Children's Village.
Mr. Befus responded that the cases are put in preventative cases but there are also times when they are
housed at Children's.
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Commissioner Kevin McGuire, addressed the Committee. One of his biggest question to missing children
aside from the individuals who return home for a weekend and decide not to come back, those
individuals were easy to track because they could simply call the families and arrange to pick them up.
There was another core set of individuals who were outright missing for a significant amount of time
raised a big question. From his own experience he expected that something bad had gone on and they
were just missing that they were involved in something and in way over their heads. A private
investigator was hired and within the first weekend he recovered a couple of teenagers. It was
discovered through working with DSS and local police that the teenagers were being trafficked. But it
takes a lot of man power to investigate these cases. The first investigator recovered about 150 children
since 2013. The second investigator was hired because the caseload grew and he has been working with
DSs for about 2 years and has recovered approximately 25 kids.
Natalie Chara, My Sister's Place addressed the committee and explained that they provide case
management services for adults who have been victims of trafficking and they work with individuals
who have been labor trafficked. But there is a huge issue with adult trafficking particularly labor
trafficking, domestic servitude like nannies or au pair. Many of those victims come to MSP through word
of mouth from a friend who received services.
Chair Covill asked for clarification of case management
Ms. Chara responded that they work intensely with the client and what their needs are, food shortages,
child rearing, college applications etc. what the individual needs are vary. MSP gets their funding from
Office of Women and a Federal grant from the Office of Victims of Crimes and OTDA and TIVA
Chair Covill asked how many victims does MSP serves in a year?
Ms. Chara, right now there are 60-70 active cases.
Robin Schlaff, Office of Women has done training to identify trafficking to identify trafficking victims.
Two issues that need to be explored more are the criminal justice response in the judicial system there
were no cases and no collaboration and they wanted to have a trafficking court. And the other is the
resources available to victims after they leave the sex trade. The basic resources such as food, housing,
education, the things they need to live and survive.
Chair Covill invited the US Attorney's Office, Kate Martin; deputy Chief in White Plains addressed the
committee and stated in Federal criminal cases there is more sex trafficking than labor trafficking. The
U.S. Attorney's Offices works closely with MSP, this relationship has been very beneficial because it is
often very difficult to get the victims to have to testify all over again and MSP is extremely helpful is
supporting the victims through the entire prosecuting process. And then support systems they offer
helps the victim.
Social Services
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Dr. DaMia Harris-Madden, Executive Director of the Youth Bureau explained that last year all Youth
Bureau Directors were trained on Little Red, through the Office of Children Family Services which a very
short video aimed at young children and it speaks to the dangers of sex trafficking. Much of the work on
youth bureaus is to encourage teens to engage in safe relationships and provide them with the tools to
identify sex trafficking so they can avoid getting into situations where they can be sex trafficked.

Chief Ryan answered and stated that every Legislators represents a District, they can encourage their
Local Police Departments to direct someone to attend the Human Trafficking Task-Force meeting. They
meet once every 3 months with the next meeting taking place on Friday, March 1st.
Mr. Befus mentioned that DSS proposed to expand the Safe Harbor Unit with the implementation of
Raise the Age.

II. OTHER BUSINESS
Unfinished Business and any other agenda items to come before the Committee.

III. RECEIVE & FILE
ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Legislator Shimsky seconded by Legislator Barr the Committee adjourned at
11:24 AM.
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Committee on Social Services
~MINUTES~
Monday, March 4, 2019
10:05 AM

Committee Chair: Kitley Covill

Committee Room, 148 Martine Avenue, 8th Floor, White Plains, NY 10601

www.westchesterlegislators.com

CALL TO ORDER
With a quorum present, Chair Kitley Covill called the meeting to order at 11:20 AM.
Attendee Name

Title

Status

Kitley Covill

Chair

Present

Nancy Barr

D6 Legislator

Present

MaryJane Shimsky

D12 Legislator (Majority Whip)

Present

David J. Tubiolo

D14 Legislator

Present

Alfreda Williams

D8 Legislator (Vice Chair)

Absent

Benjamin Boykin

D5 Legislator (Chairman)

Present

Arrived

Norma Drummond, Commissioner of Planning, Anthony Zaino, Assistant to the
Commissioner of Planning

MINUTES APPROVAL
I. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
Invited Guest: Norma Drummond, Commissioner of Planning
1. (ID # 11630) Communication – West Co FAH Program-Quarterly Report 4Q
2018:
Forwarding the Westchester County Fair and Affordable Housing Quarterly Report for the
period October 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018.
Commissioner Drummond and Assistant to the Commissioner Zaino came before the
committee to discuss item # 11646- Application - Action Plan to HUD. This is an Act to
authorize the County to submit an Urban County Application under the Federal Community
Development Block grant, Emergency Solution Grant, and HOME Programs including a FY
2019-2023 Consolidated Plan. Commissioner Drummond gave a power point presentation
for the members that gave an overview of the application process. She explained this is a 5
year consolidated plan to identify Housing and Community Development needs for HUD.
The plan includes 2019 Action Plan to identify for HUD eligible activities that funds will be
applied to. The Fiscal year, which will begin on May 1st, in order to maximize construction
season, will include 25 consortium communities. As of today, Westchester does not know
how much money they will be applying for. Based on previous requests, they grant is
broken up into three sections set by the Urban County Council. First, the HOME Investment
Social Services
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Yonkers Mount Vernon and New Rochelle get this fund individually and will not be apart of
the County; we are expected to receive approximately $1,000,000 grant. Second the ESG
Emergency Solutions Grant, which is a Homeless prevention program for extremely low
income household; we are expected to receive approximately $150,000 grant. The last part
of the application is the CDBG- Community Development Block Grant, which is a program
that helps facilities, infrastructure, public service, senior activities, fair housing activities
that benefit low/moderate income populations; we are expected to receive approximately a
$2.5 million grant. Commissioner Drummond discussed the details with the members. This
application is only for funds for 2019 not for the three year program with a full estimate
planned for with a $545,000 set-aside for rehab program. She discussed the process and
went over the summary of the projects to be funded over the course of the 3 year grant.
The will include sidewalk improvements, playground/fields, senior vans, affordable housing
rehabilitation, water and sewer improvements, ADA improvements and Fair Housing
Outreach and Education. Submission to HUD is expected to be on March 15th. The members
asked questions to the department and discussion was held.
With a motion by Legislator Boykin and seconded by Legislator Tubiolo the item was
approved with a vote of 5-0.
RESULT:

RECEIVED AND FILED

II. OTHER BUSINESS
Unfinished Business and any other agenda items to come before the Committee.

III. RECEIVE & FILE
ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Legislator Boykin seconded by Legislator Tubiolo the Committee adjourned at
12:17 PM.
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Partnership Program which is an Affordable Housing construction program available for
developers on a first come first serve basis for low and moderate income households.
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Little Falls, Minnesota, didn’t do anything revolutionary. They just made a real effort —
and spent real money — treating addiction as a disease, not a crime.
LITTLE FALLS, Minnesota — The stomp of boots echoed above her head. Her father
had found the empty cashbox. Monica Rudolph, a 25-year-old living in her parents’
basement after her second eviction, had robbed the box to pay for heroin.
She was working two jobs in this small town, waitressing by day and bartending at night,
to pay for drugs, but still never had enough. Like a mouse nibbling cheese, she’d steal
$30 at a time from her dad’s stash to buy bags of brown powder, until all of the money —
$2,000 — was gone.
Now it was a Saturday morning, her father had discovered the theft, and she was
shaking from heroin withdrawal. She knew days of knee-buckling vomiting, diarrhea, and
stomach pain lay ahead.
“I had nothing. My life was broken down into four- to five-hour increments to get high, to
put off feeling sick,” Monica told BuzzFeed News. After realizing the money was gone,
her father railed against her boyfriend. Her mother, Louise Rudolph, asked her if she was
on drugs. And after years of pretending otherwise on that day in 2017, Monica said yes.
“I just didn't want my daughter to die,” Louise told BuzzFeed News. “Oh my God, I was
so scared she would die. I just wanted to get her help."
She opened the Yellow Pages and started calling treatment centers in cities all over
Minnesota. Again and again, Monica and Louise heard recorded out-for-the-weekend
messages saying to call back on Monday.
Monica was scared too. She knew from past attempts to get clean that it would be at
least two weeks before a treatment center could take her, because they needed a
diagnosis and referral from a doctor first. And she knew she’d never last. “Mom, I cannot
be sick that long,” she told her.
“Why not call the local hospital?” her mother finally asked, the last place Monica would
have thought of. Somebody picked up the phone at St. Gabriel’s Hospital in Little Falls.
Monica was immediately transferred to a substance abuse counselor, who did her
referral over the phone and then asked if she could come the next morning to start
treatment.
“My hometown of 8,000 people was the one place in the state that picked up the phone,”
Monica said. “Think of all the people like me who don’t have that hometown.”
This small town has managed, in just five years, to curb its drug epidemic — a rare feat
in a country where overdose deaths continue to rise, with more than 70,000 last year
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alone. Nationwide, fewer than one-third of people addicted to opioids can find the
treatment that Monica found.
Little Falls didn’t do anything revolutionary. They just spent real money — at least $1.4
million in state grants since 2014 — on basic public health measures: limiting
prescription refills, increasing access to addiction medications, and putting drug users in
treatment programs instead of jail.
In other words, they began treating addiction as a disease instead of a crime.
And it worked: Emergency room visits to obtain painkillers fell from the top occurrence to
out of the top 20 within six months after the hospital started monitoring prescriptions.
There are now 100 patients on addiction medication at St. Gabriel’s, and 626 people
have been tapered off opioids.
“One thing led to another,” Kurt DeVine, the first doctor Monica saw at St. Gabriel’s, told
BuzzFeed News. “We realized we had to do a lot of things we weren’t doing, and that we
had to do them together, or it wasn’t going to work.”
DeVine and his colleague Heather Bell became certified to prescribe buprenorphine, the
milder opioid they favor to taper patients with opioid use disorders, in 2016. Now they
teach people in other Minnesota cities, and as far away as Alaska, how things work in
Little Falls through regular online seminars. Another 24 doctors have become certified
through their efforts in the state, up from 100 three years ago. They talk to many towns,
he said, who aren’t thinking big enough.
“They get Narcan” — an opioid-reversal drug — “or they get one little project and they
think that is going to fix it,” he said. “There is no easy answer. It is a lot of work. If we
were doing only one thing, just Narcan, our problem would be as bad as anywhere else.
You have to do it all.”
Like a lot of places across the US, the overdose crisis snuck up on Little Falls, largely
because of a surge in opioid painkiller prescriptions. Those excess pills ended up on the
black market, often stolen by teenagers from their parents or grandparents and sold to
their friends.
On Thanksgiving Day 2012, a shocking double murder got everyone talking about the
opioid crisis. A retired homeowner, Byron David Smith, shot and then executed two
teenage cousins, Nicholas Brady and Haile Kifer, who had broken into his house. The
cops found prescription painkillers, stolen from another retiree the previous week, in their
car.
“That made it clear to everyone that something bad was going on,” investigator Jason
McDonald of the Morrison County Sheriff’s Office told BuzzFeed News.
A year later, “we had our first local heroin overdose, of a young woman,” he added. “We
knew we had a problem.”
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The opioid crisis arrived in Morrison County a bit later than the rest of the country, but its
spread there followed a similar pattern — with prescription opioids coming first, then a
legal crackdown on pills that left some users desperate enough to try street heroin.
That’s what happened to Monica too. She was prescribed Percocet painkillers after a
high school car wreck, then started buying stolen pills and finally heroin.
By 2014, the community could no longer ignore the problem: As many as three people
were dying of opioid overdoses every year, a shock to the small county of 33,000 people
that hadn’t seen them before.
That year, St. Gabriel’s Hospital realized local pharmacies were dispensing far too many
painkillers, with more than 100,000 opioid pills prescribed every month. Aided by a
$368,000 state grant, the hospital began reading charts of patients to see who was
getting so many refills and alerting pharmacies about overprescribing. Within a year,
people seeking painkillers went from the top emergency room complaint to less than a
top 20 concern. Around 660,000 fewer doses of painkillers have since been prescribed in
the county. As of August, the prescription-monitoring program has helped 626 people,
more than one-third of the people on high-dose prescriptions in the county, taper off
opioids, while crimes related to drugs — the kind of thefts that led to the deaths of Brady
and Kifer — have dropped.
But the team there soon realized that lowering prescriptions wasn’t enough, DeVine said.
They also had to help the people already addicted to the drugs.
In a clinic, they formed a “care team” — a social worker, a nurse, two doctors, and a
pharmacist — who devote themselves to helping people like Monica Rudolph. Usually
they prescribe them Suboxone, a medication that combines a mild opioid,
buprenorphine, with naloxone, a drug that reverses overdoses. This “medication-assisted
treatment” lessens the addictive properties of opioids without triggering withdrawal
sickness and is the most effective treatment for people with an opioid use disorder.
In the decade before the opioid crisis, Morrison County had a similar problem with
methamphetamines and had created a public task force of health officials, cops, schools,
and doctors to deal with it. That task force has since been repurposed for opioids, so that
authorities can connect what is going on in schools with changes at pharmacies, traffic
stops, and the county jail. There are endless programs, “coffee with a cop” meetings,
school talks, naloxone trainings, and even yoga classes at the jail.
When a patient comes into the St. Gabriel’s emergency room with a 10-year-old
prescription for painkillers, they aren’t just cut off cold turkey; a plan is created to taper
them down to a safe dose. When the police find someone with stolen pills, they are
referred for treatment, not arrest. When people prescribed opioids don’t test positive for
opioids in routine medical checkups, questions are asked.
“If you find a person’s urine has a bunch of meth and not their pain meds, you make the
assumption they are selling their pain meds to get meth,” family physician Heather Bell,
DeVine’s colleague, told BuzzFeed News. “But we don’t kick them out of our clinic. We
say, ‘OK, what is going on? Do you need help?’ Then we get them into treatment.”
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When Monica came to their clinic, she was treated like any other patient, not as a drug
addict or a criminal. “Honestly, if they had shuddered, I would have run out the door,” she
said. “I told them all these horrible dark things things I had done, and Dr. DeVine was
like, ‘OK, that stuff happened. Now let’s get you better.’”
The team found her an in-patient program at a clinic where she could work on recovering
from her five-year addiction to heroin. “I knew I couldn’t do it at home,” she said.
What’s truly unusual about Morrison County is that more places aren’t offering that same
coordinated swath of services among doctors, teachers, and law enforcement, drug
policy expert Brendan Saloner of the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health told
BuzzFeed News. In December, he published a report calling for towns across the US to
combine in just that way, promoting safer prescriptions, reducing overdoses, and
switching from arrests to treatment.
“Every place will have to do those things its own way, and do it a little different,” Saloner
said. “But some things are bottom line, starting with getting people into treatment and
treating this like an epidemic.”
In places like Dayton, Ohio, and Huntington, West Virginia, people have turned to these
coordinated efforts only at a later stage in the overdose crisis, amid a wave of deaths
tied to the drug fentanyl. An opioid 30 to 50 times more potent than heroin, fentanyl
began widely showing up in heroin in eastern states after 2013 and has driven drug
overdoses to record-breaking levels, exceeding yearly deaths from guns, car accidents,
and AIDS at its height.
The basic biology of opioids helps explain why. Opioids supplant natural painkillers
produced by the brain and induce a natural dependence on the drug. The dependence
mounts over time as the body demands more and more of the stuff both to get high and
stave off withdrawal. That often leads people to seek opioids that are more potent — and
more likely to kill.
As little as 2 milligrams of fentanyl, for instance, can be fatal. And its widespread
distribution throughout the illicit drug market has been wildly uneven. The resultant death
toll has been horrific, with fentanyl linked to about 30,000 fatal overdoses a year, roughly
60% of all such deaths in the US, from a drug rarely found outside hospitals at the start
of this decade.
In Dayton in 2017, the toll was particularly harsh: 566 fatal overdoses in one year in the
city of 140,000. The outbreak was linked to heroin contaminated with carfentanil, an
opioid some 100 times stronger than fentanyl. Emergency responders responded to
multiple overdoses a day, and the coroner needed to rent funeral homes to store the
bodies.
Last year, however, overdose deaths in Dayton fell to 292, nearly cut in half.
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“The first reason for the decline in deaths in Dayton, to be straightforward, is a decline in
fentanyl in the drug supply,” Dayton Mayor Nan Whaley told Buzzfeed News. “The
second reason is that we have come together as a community.”
Spurred by $1.5 million in federal grants aimed at preventing overdose deaths and
stopping break-ins from drug users, the city has over time created a system of quick
response teams aimed at connecting people who overdose, and drug users in general,
with treatment instead of arrests. Firefighters, police, health organizations, and local
businesses have all combined efforts. Teams respond to overdose outbreaks and visit
people in their homes before they overdose, offering help instead of jail. People already
in jail, meanwhile, are offered medication-assisted treatment that continues after they get
out. The city runs a needle exchange and makes sure that firefighters and police officers
readily administer Narcan, the overdose-reversing drug. The goal at every step is to get
people into treatment.
Although Whaley wouldn’t call Dayton’s drop in overdose deaths a success story, “we
are making progress,” she said. “It is expensive,” she added. Emergency responses to
overdoses have cost the city more than $1.3 million from 2016 to 2018, and another
$500,000 was spent on overdose-reversing drugs from 2015 to 2018. Medicaid
expansion in Ohio under the Affordable Care Act, which started in 2014, was essential to
paying for the addiction recovery treatment that is the end goal of Dayton’s system, she
added. “I would prefer we had more funding for mental health.”
Huntington has also seen a drop in overdoses, down 40% from 2017 to 2018. And again,
they did it with a collective response that treats the overdose crisis like an epidemic
rather than a crime wave. The city of 47,000 was once called the “ground zero” of the
overdose crisis after a record-breaking 20 overdoses happened there over just two days.
A recent American Journal of Public Health study estimates around 2.5% of the
population there are injection drug users, rates similar to Baltimore and San Francisco,
making the drop all the more remarkable.
“Three years ago, if you overdosed in Huntington, you were treated, and got up, and
went home. Nothing happened,” Michael Kilkenny, physician director of the CabellHuntington Health Department, told BuzzFeed News. “That doesn’t happen anymore —
we changed the protocol to just start you on treatment.”
That’s rare in West Virginia, where only about 10% of people who survive an overdose
receive addiction treatment afterward. Only about half of the state’s 55 counties have at
least one federally certified provider of buprenorphine.
With nearby Marshall University’s help, Huntington now has a “one-stop shop” for drug
treatment called PROACT, a former pharmacy location that offers counseling, job, and
housing help along with medication-assisted treatment, welded together from four health
systems in the region. Unlike Little Falls, which made an effort to create a widespread
network of doctors across the state accredited to offer buprenorphine, Huntington has
centralized treatment, PROACT director Michael Haney told Buzzfeed News.
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“There are a lot of things that we can’t bill insurance for that people need,” Haney said.
“Spiritual care is not a billable service. Finding someone a job is not a billable service.
We have to find a way to let people have meaningful and productive lives, though.”
So the program found clever ways to save money, such as enlisting church group vans
to transport people to appointments across the rural state. Aside from Sunday and
Wednesday services, the vans were otherwise sitting in church parking lots.
In Rhode Island, a similar medical program has worked in the toughest of places: the
prison system. In 2016, despite some reluctance at the Rhode Island Department of
Corrections, a unified prison and jail, the state launched a treatment program for inmates
with an opioid use disorder, offering methadone and buprenorphine (opioids that reduce
cravings) and naltrexone (which blocks the effects of opioids), as well as counseling, at a
cost to the state of $2 million. The overdose death rate for inmates dropped by 61%
within a year of them leaving jail , and this alone lowered the fatal overdose rate for the
entire state by 12%.
“It was idiotic not to do this,” Josiah Rich, director of the Center for Prisoner Health and
Human Rights at the Miriam Hospital in Providence, told BuzzFeed News. Without drug
treatment in prison, he said, “they are going to overdose as soon as they get out.”
Little Falls overcame similar reluctance from Minnesota prison officials to start offering
drug treatment in the local county jail in September 2017.
“They told us it was frowned upon,” said DeVine of St. Gabriel’s.“We said they could
frown all they like. We were going to do it.”
The results speak for themselves. The average jail time for inmates who started on
Suboxone treatment dropped from 17 days in 2016 to 1 day by 2018, with fewer
committing crimes after their release. And 100% of prisoners now stay on their
medication while in jail.
“We went to the jail, talked to all the correctional officers — and let me tell you, that’s a
tough crowd. We got them convinced enough to do it in there,” DeVine said.
Officials in Little Falls, Huntington, and Dayton all said that the gains in their towns
would never have happened without infusions of money they’ve received from the
federal government.
First off, all three rely on Medicaid and the Affordable Care Act — which spent $9 billion
last year across the country on treatment for substance use disorders, including
Monica’s in-patient recovery program. But the towns have also received new pools of
state and federal money. Since 2016, Congress has passed spending bills providing an
extra $2 billion for state and city grants to address the overdose crisis, on top of $1.9
billion given to its main drug prevention and treatment agency.
“As a critical access hospital, any new program is always funded with grant dollars,” St.
Gabriel's Health foundation director Kathy Lange told BuzzFeed News by email. Without
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a fortuitous state grant in 2014, “this program would have NEVER happened because we
don’t have the extra money.”
For Little Falls, that $368,000 state grant was followed by another $75,000 grant a few
years later. A $1 million state grant making the city one of eight hubs for addiction
treatment in Minnesota came in 2016. And another $293,000 state grant that started last
year pays for the hospital’s medication-assisted treatment program, part of a worldwide
network of teleconferences to train medical personnel on dealing with the overdose
crisis.
That all helps, because the salaries of the clinic team total around $300,000 a year, not
including the two doctors. The hospital has had to work hard for every grant, and is
working with state legislators to try to find more funding, Lange said. Right now, they are
waiting for $650,000 promised last year in a federal spending bill. “I have not yet seen a
check or acknowledgement,” she said. “Waiting on that any day!”
It still doesn’t cover everything. The people from the more than a dozen organizations,
pharmacies, county and city agencies on the Morrison County Prescription Task Force
all volunteer their time. Coordinating patient care, vital to patients with physical or mental
health challenges common on top of an opioid use disorder, has only been reimbursable
by Medicaid since July, and in 15-minute increments that don’t cover costs. Much of the
work that DeVine and Bell do is also unreimbursed. “We are always looking for more
grants,” Lange said.
As a snowstorm blanketed Little Falls this January, just ahead of a polar vortex that sent
wind chills down to –50 degrees, the task force volunteers met at St. Gabriel’s Hospital
over lasagna to see what was working, and what still needed to be done.
Yoga has gone over quite well in the jail, with about 30 men and 5 women now taking
the classes. The town’s drug court has 13 participants, in recovery instead of in jail. But
there are, as always, money problems. The insurance that paid the monthly $20 for
recovering drug users to work out at a local gym has expired. And the sheriff’s office
needed $300 to burn the 180 pounds of painkiller pills they had collected from users in
voluntary “drug take back” events.
“It’s expensive, because it’s hazardous waste,” McDonald, the sheriff's office
investigator, told the group. He planned to see if the DEA would pay to burn the pills.

On the Monday after that meeting, Feb. 4, with a respite from winter actually sending
temperatures above freezing in Little Falls, a new person started work at St. Gabriel’s
clinic.
It was Monica Rudolph. Monica who had used heroin for five years. Monica who had
robbed her father’s cashbox for heroin. Monica who has walked in the door there at the
hospital unwashed and in the throes of withdrawal. She has now been trained through a
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federal program to serve as its first rural “peer” counselor, a former drug user who helps
coach people through their recovery.
“My life has come full circle,” she said. “I’m really excited to give something back.”
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Denver may be the first major city where voters approved a tax increase for mental health
services. Others have since followed.

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) was supposed to make mental health care accessible to everyone.
The law mandated “parity” -- that insurance companies must cover mental health services,
including substance abuse treatment, on par with medical and surgical care. But the goal hasn’t
been realized. Loopholes in the ACA and other federal laws allowed some plans to limit or
exclude mental and behavioral health coverage. Oversight and enforcement of the mandates have
been inconsistent. And, of course, millions of Americans remain without health coverage.
So some state and local governments have begun taking matters into their own hands, enacting
tax increases to fund mental health services. Seattle, Larimer County, Colo., and California are
among jurisdictions that have taken that route; a 2018 report from the RAND Corp. found that the
California tax had expanded services to 130,000 young people in Los Angeles County alone.
Among the latest jurisdictions to move in this direction is Denver, where in November voters
approved “Caring 4 Denver,” a ballot measure that implements a small sales tax increase, .25
percent, to fund mental health services. It won 68 percent of the vote, and Denver is believed to
be the first major city to get a tax increase for mental health services approved through a ballot
initiative. It was quickly followed by Baton Rouge, La., whose voters approved a new property
tax in December that will fund a psychiatric crisis center.
State Rep. Leslie Herod of Denver spearheaded that city’s campaign. She initially envisioned a
proposal that would focus narrowly on stopping the city’s jails from being a de facto public
mental health provider. But after talking to more people and traveling around the state, she
realized that the city needed a more robust response. “The Denver school district has one of the
highest suicide rates in the country,” Herod says. “We don’t have enough funding for therapists in
our schools, and our kids are suffering. So while I was thinking this would be mostly about
criminal justice reform, once I started listening to the community, I realized it was much bigger
than that.”
Herod says she wanted to keep the proposal limited to the city level, rather than pushing for a
statewide ballot measure, in part because she believes an initiative like this should start small and
local. People tend to care more about helping “friends and family at the local level,” she says.
The tax is expected to raise $45 million in the first year. “That is an absolute game-changer,” says
Carl Clark, president and CEO of the Mental Health Center of Denver. “Forty-five million dollars
is a significant amount of money to create more programs and build more capacity for our
existing programs that are working well.”
Aside from the impact on current programs, both Herod and Clark have larger aspirations for
putting the revenues from the tax to use. Herod imagines something like a campus housing not
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only mental health providers but also facilities for detox and treatment for substance abuse -- “a
place where law enforcement can take people other than a jail.” And Clark imagines revamping a
statewide crisis line so it can refer Denver residents to a local provider, since many people
experiencing a mental health crisis end up in the emergency room.
Regardless of what the city does with the new revenue, its voters have given mental health
advocates hope that they can change the status quo of care, absent any developments from
Washington. “I didn’t even allow myself to think about what could be different about our system
until Election Night,” Clark says.
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Unless the government gets both issues under control, public health experts say
President Trump will never realize his goal of eradicating HIV.

Congenital syphilis can cause premature births, brain and nerve problems, bone deformities,
meningitis and death. (AP/M. Spencer Green)
America nearly eradicated congenital syphilis around 2000, but since 2012, the number of babies
born with the disease has been on the rise. In some places, the outbreaks have reached crisis
levels.
Public health experts largely blame the opioid epidemic for the disease's return, and unless the
government gets both issues under control, they say President Trump will never realize his stated
goal of eradicating HIV.
Congenital syphilis refers to the disease having been passed down from a mother to her fetus.
Syphilis can cause miscarriages and stillbirth. For newborns, it can result in brain and nerve
problems, bone deformities, meningitis and death in infancy.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, cases of congenital syphilis jumped
44 percent from 2016 to 2017 (the latest numbers available) and 133 percent from 2013 to 2017.
In Arizona last year, 53 babies were born with congenital syphilis, and 10 of them died -- the
most deaths the state has recorded for the disease.
Kansas City is also facing an outbreak, with cases jumping 71 percent in one year. There, the
disease's comeback follows four years of significant federal, state and local budget cuts for the
health department. With fewer funds, the department hasn’t been able to fill a couple of positions
that would have helped manage the outbreak, according to Tiffany Wilkerson, manager of the city
health department’s division of communicable disease prevention.
Health officials asked Kansas City leaders to declare a public health emergency, which would
allocate additional resources. They are still waiting on final word from the city.
"Federal STD funding has seen a 40 percent decrease in purchasing power since 2003," according
to a 2018 report from the National Academy of Public Administration. Most city and state health
departments rely entirely or mostly on federal funding, says Matthew Prior, communications
director for the National Coalition of STD Directors.
“Every case of congenital syphilis is a public health failure,” Prior says. “It’s treatable, and it’s
easy to diagnose.”
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The Opioid Epidemic's Role
Women can contract syphilis through sex or needles that have been used by people with the
disease. Experts say needle transmissions have become more common as opioid use has risen to
epidemic levels.
In addition to causing many congenital syphilis cases, experts say the opioid epidemic has limited
health departments' ability to respond to them because there are so many resources being spent on
the drug crisis. The federal government spent $500 million on the opioid epidemic in 2018 and
around $120 million on STD prevention.
“There are often competing priorities in public health, and STDs haven’t risen to importance for
decisionmakers in allocating resources,” says Prior.
In his State of the Union address this year, President Trump pledged to end HIV in the next
decade. But Prior says that will be nearly impossible if more resources aren’t allocated to
preventing the spread of other STDs, such as syphilis.
“We can’t end HIV in the next 10 years if we don’t get a handle on the skyrocketing cases of
STDs,” he says.
Kansas City's Wilkerson echoes that concern.
“Our gonorrhea and chlamydia are also above normal. We could be looking at additional HIV
cases if we can’t get a handle on these diseases. We are stretched so thin, I hope we can maintain
the services we do have.”

Responding to Outbreaks
Alabama has made some progress against congenital syphilis. After the state's cases tripled in
2016, the health department quickly expanded its education and outreach efforts, testing every
single pregnant woman who came into the office and strengthening the interview process for
people with syphilis to help officials notify anyone the person might have come into contact with.
“That person might come in for one service, but we don’t want to miss an opportunity. We
routinely work across county lines to draw resources from a county that might have more
resources,” says Karen Landers, medical director for communicable diseases at the Alabama
Department of Public Health.
Though syphilis numbers are still gradually moving up in Alabama, mirroring national trends,
they have slowed down since the 2016 outbreak.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
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DATE:
RE:

Benjamin Boykin, Chair, Board of Legislators
MaryJane Shimsky, Legislator – 12th District
February 25th, 2019
NYSAC newsletter: “Bipartisan Conference of NYS County Leaders
Sets Priorities for 2019”

Please add the attached article to all committees.
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January 31, 2019

Bipartisan Conference of NYS County Leaders
Sets Priorities for 2019
Hundreds of county delegates from across the state gathered this week for the New York
State Association of Counties' (NYSAC's) 2019 Legislative Conference at the Desmond Hotel
in Albany.
Over 600 attendees convened in bipartisan standing committee meetings, training workshops,
keynote addresses, and business meetings to develop a series of policy positions on issues
that will impact New York State's county governments. County leaders are closely watching
and preparing for voting reforms, adult-use marijuana legalization, bail reform, property tax
cap permanency, cashless bail, community college funding, and the budget impacts of statemandated programs.
During the conference, delegates passed a series of 38 policy resolutions in 12 issue areas.
These resolutions will become the basis for the NYS Association of Counties (NYSAC's) 2019
advocacy efforts. View the resolutions here: www.nysac.org/resolutions.
"This conference is a great opportunity for all of us to share best practices with each other,
engage with state leaders, and stay informed about the significant issues that impact
counties," said NYSAC President Charles H. Nesbitt, Orleans County Chief Administrative
Officer. "We had several meetings that brought county leaders together from across party
lines, from counties rural and urban, from all regions of the state, and we focused on the
needs of our communities."
During the event NYSAC members recognized retiring Schenectady County Manager
Kathleen Rooney, graduates of the County Government Institute, and the Westchester Board
of Legislators - the only county board in New York to have a majority of women legislators.
View all NYSAC press releases here.
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MEDIA CONTACT
Mark LaVigne, Deputy Director
mlavigne@nysac.org
518-429-0189

The New York State Association of Counties is a bipartisan municipal association serving all
62 counties of New York State including the City of New York. Organized in 1925, NYSAC's
mission is to represent, educate and advocate for member counties and the thousands of
elected and appointed county officials who serve the public. For more information,
visit www.nysac.org
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NYS Association of Counties, 540 Broadway, 5th Floor, Albany, NY 12207
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but the VA won't pay for them” by Carson Frame

Please add the attached article to the SS committee.
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For thousands of elderly veterans, long term care means living in a nursing home or institutional
care setting. But some have found a much homier option.
Tiffany Graves' residence is a newish, single-family home in the San Antonio suburbs. Graves, a
registered nurse, is a round-the-clock caregiver for three disabled veterans who share the space
with her.
"I'm here with these vets all the time. So I become their caregivers, their mothers, their sisters, I'm
everything," she said. "I know them better, most of the time, than their own families do."
Graves runs a medical foster home, participating in a Department of Veterans Affairs program
that pairs eligible veterans with private caregivers and oversees their long-term care. It targets
veterans who prefer to live in a family setting but have complex diseases or medical conditions
that make it difficult for them to live alone.
The program, in place for nearly two decades, serves more than a thousand veterans around the
country. In the San Antonio area, it costs each veteran, on average, about $2500 a month.
As a caregiver, Graves helps her veteran clients carry out the activities of daily living, such as
bathing and getting dressed. She also helps manage their medications, and coordinates with their
primary care providers at the South Texas VA.
One of Graves' charges is 95 year-old World War II veteran Rose Witherspoon, who was one of
the first African Americans in the Women's Army Corps.
"This is where we can come up and relax," said Witherspoon as she moved through the living
room with her walker. "We get to eat over at the table, and we watch everybody else eat and be
sure that they're eating the same thing."
Witherspoon moved into medical foster care after glaucoma caused her eyesight to worsen. She
said she feels comfortable with her veteran housemates.
"I never, for one moment since I met them, felt that I was in a house of people I didn't know," she
said. "They were like the people in my experiences in life: treated people with kindness and love."
Some patients derive health benefits from the close, communal environment, according to Sandra
Bonciolini, the medical foster home program coordinator for the South Texas Veterans Health
System.
"We have shown that it reduces emergency room visits and hospitalizations," she said. "Because
they're getting proper meals. They're getting their medications. They have that social aspect."
But for some veterans, the choice to move to a medical foster home is determined by cost as much
as preference.
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Under current law, VA can't pay for medical foster home care, which runs anywhere from $1000
to $3000 a month. However, it will pay for traditional VA nursing home care, which is much
more costly.
For Republican Congressman Clay Higgins of Louisiana, that leaves veterans without real
options.
"It's a personal decision to be made by that patient, by that veteran, and that veteran's family," he
said.
Higgins said veterans in his district generally try to stay in home-like settings as long as possible,
and they often cobble together their pensions, social security disability, savings, and other VA
benefits together to afford medical foster care.
"They were using their benefits as best they could to receive care at home and yet, their home
setting was maybe not designed for long-term care as a medical foster home would be," Higgins
explained. "So they were paying for medical foster homes out of their pocket."
This year, Higgins introduced a bill to change that. It would allow the VA to expand paid
medical foster home care to certain veterans with service-connected disabilities.
Though it passed the House unanimously, it didn't come up in the Senate. Higgins plans to
reintroduce it in next year's congress.
Veterans groups including the Disabled American Veterans, the American Legion, Veterans of
Foreign Wars, and the Military Officers Association of America are behind the idea.
"If the veteran can remain in their home environment and receive adequate caregiver services to
meet their needs at a lesser cost, then that's a win-win for the veteran and a win-win for American
taxpayers," said Roscoe Butler, the American Legion's deputy director for healthcare.
The Congressional Budget Office estimates that the bill would cost about $200 million over the
first decade. If it passes, more than 328,000 veterans in the first year might be able to take
advantage of medical foster homes.
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Benjamin Boykin II
Chairman of the Board
Legislator, 5th District

MEMORANDUM

FROM:

Ben Boykin, Chairman of the Board, Legislator – 5th District

DATE:

February 11, 2019

RE:

New York Times article 2-1-19 - Jail or Bail? There’s a New Option

Please add the attached article to the February 25th Agenda for referral to the proper committees. I
suggest it be forwarded to the following committees:
-

Law & Major Contracts
Social Services
Public Safety

Tel: (914) 995-2827 • Fax: (914) 995-3884 • E-mail: Boykin@westchesterlegislators.com
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Jail or Bail? There’s a New Option
“Supervised release” allows judges to let those who cannot afford bail be released before trial
on a kind of parole — and it may be what finally helps close Rikers Island.

Nafisha, who probably would have spent time in jail on
Rikers Island while awaiting trial, was instead let out on
supervised release. Prosecutors later dismissed charges
against her.
CreditCreditElizabeth D. Herman for The New York Times
By Ted Alcorn
Feb. 1, 2019
Nafisha had been arraigned before, so when she found herself again facing a judge in Brooklyn
Criminal Court, she knew her prospects weren’t great.
Arrested years earlier while still a teenager and charged with grand larceny, she’d fled before
she could be tried, then turned herself in. The six-month sentence she ultimately served on
Rikers Island felt like a year. “Rikers is not a place to call home,” she said. “If you’re getting
sent there to learn a lesson, that should be a lesson learned.”
Now she was 25 and working as a home health aide when she was again arrested, after an
argument with her cousin spiraled out of control. Though she was presumed innocent until
proven guilty, her track record of failing to appear in court for the earlier case meant the judge
was liable to set bail and hold her in jail before a trial. The thought running through her head
that morning was, simply, “not again.”
Instead, the judge offered her an alternative: a pretrial supervised release program intended to
help her make future court dates without detaining her. She would not be separated from her
infant daughter. And because the prosecutor ultimately dismissed the charge against her, she
would not serve time for a crime that she was never to be convicted of. (Nafisha agreed to
discuss her case on on the condition that her last name be withheld.)
Since the city began offering supervised release in 2016, more than 11,000 people have entered
the program, and the mayor’s office estimates that it is responsible for 38 percent of the decline
in the jailed population on Rikers Island since then. And it has done so in defiance of
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traditional notions that people who’ve been arrested pose a danger to public safety and are best
detained until trial.
During this year’s State of the City address, Mayor Bill de Blasio announced that the number of
people held on Rikers had fallen below 8,000 for the first time in 40 years, closing the distance
to his goal of 5,000 inmates — at which point the notoriously brutal jail complex could be
shuttered and the remaining detainees relocated to smaller facilities throughout the five
boroughs.
Supervised release may ultimately play a decisive role in whether Rikers can be closed — but it
will depend on how far judges, prosecutors, and the public are willing to go in altering how
they treat risk.
Citywide, the supervising judge for arraignments is Judge George A. Grasso. Bullet-headed and
garrulous, Judge Grasso wore a badge before he wore a jurist’s robes. In his chambers on the
top floor of the Bronx Criminal Court, a small display of medallions traces his career at the
New York Police Department, where over three decades he climbed from patrol officer to first
deputy police commissioner, before his appointment to the bench in 2010.
His decorated career enforcing the city’s laws has made him an effective advocate for
supervised release, which asks judges to relax their assumptions about which people need to be
detained. “If we let our decisions be driven by fear,” he says, “that is not justice.”
An arraignment can feel like a formality — no witnesses are called, no evidence received, and
defendants are processed at a speedy clip — but it is among the most consequential moments
in any case. That’s because the judge decides how to ensure that the defendant reappears in
court, possibly by detaining them pretrial or releasing them on condition of paying bail.
This seemingly simple choice shapes the trajectory of the case and the defendant’s prospects.
Detained and enduring the discomforts and dangers of jail, the accused may grudgingly accept
a guilty plea just to resolve the case. A 2018 study in the American Economic Reviewshowed
that defendants whose circumstances were otherwise alike were about 10 percent more likely
to plead guilty if they had been held in jail before trial.

A former patrol officer, George A. Grasso, is the supervising judge for arraignments citywide and an advocate for
supervised release.CreditElizabeth D. Herman for The New York Times

And those who do not plead guilty may endure even bleaker ordeals. Kalief Browder, the 16year-old who became the face of pretrial reform, was held on Rikers for three years for
allegedly swiping a backpack, all the while maintaining his innocence, before prosecutors
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release, and two years later killed himself. Last week his family was awarded $3.3 million to
settle a wrongful-death lawsuit against the city.
It may come as a surprise, but judges in New York City have a far lighter touch than most. In the
early 1960s, the city was among the first places to show that a vast majority of defendants
released without bail would return to court. While many jurisdictions still release fewer than
half of defendants this way, New York City judges did so 67 percent of the time in 2017.
And yet tens of thousands cycle through the jail each year. It was with this population in mind
that the city developed the supervised release program. First piloted in Queens and Brooklyn in
the waning years of the Bloomberg administration, Judge Grasso and others pushed the
program citywide. Where judges previously had to choose between either releasing a defendant
without conditions or detaining him until bail had been paid, the program offers a third way.
“Think of it as having a larger tool kit,” Judge Grasso explained: “Good options, good tools, that
didn’t previously exist.”
Defendants offered supervised release are required to meet regularly with case managers
employed by independent nonprofits, who assist them in making future court appearances and
offer to connect them with social services. Supervision lasts until the cases are resolved, which
may be just a few months for misdemeanors and more than a year for felonies.
Eric Simmons, a social worker at one of the nonprofits, Bronx Community Solutions, typically
manages a caseload of about 60 defendants. Some are disinterested in services, he said, but on
occasion he has been able to make a meaningful difference. He recalled how one client, who
had been addicted to heroin for decades and entered the program after a related arrest, had
long been stymied in entering a drug-treatment program because he’d lost his only means of
identification. Mr. Simmons helped him replace it and begin the recovery process. “He’s
reconnected with his daughters, who had lost touch with him,” Mr. Simmons said.
Pretrial supervision is not a novel idea — cities around the country have operated programs for
decades — and Miriam Popper, the executive director of the New York City program, said it
benefited from their experience. “We built this program on: What does the evidence say? Can it
help someone get back to court and be successful?”
Whereas programs elsewhere may monitor defendants through electronic ankle bracelets and
mandatory drug-testing — prompting reformers like Michelle Alexander to warn that they
“contain the seeds of the next generation of racial and social control” — New York City doesn’t
incorporate either practice.
Cherise Fanno Burdeen, chief executive of the Pretrial Justice Institute, a nonprofit that
advocates for reforms of pretrial practices, said that New York City is also setting a markedly
different tone by employing social workers as case managers. “Treating this as a structured
opportunity to provide people connections to the services in the community that they need in
order to be successful is much better than a law enforcement-focused model.”
Felony theft and felony drug possession are among the most common charges faced by people
admitted to supervised release. Those participants assessed as being at lowest risk of failing to
appear in court are required to meet with a case manager monthly; those at highest risk are
required to meet weekly, accompanied by a weekly check-in by phone. Judges are apprised of
participants’ compliance as their cases proceed.
After growing quickly in the year following its citywide launch, supervised release has steadily
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first three years, 89 percent of defendants made all court appearances; only 8 percent were
rearrested for a felony while participating in the program.
But some remain skeptical. On one side, James Quinn, who has been a prosecutor in the
Queens district attorney’s office for 41 years, maintains that the risk to public safety posed by
many of the people who secure release through the program is not being given sufficient
consideration. Taking into account both misdemeanors and felonies, nearly 20 percent of those
on supervised release are rearrested during the program, city data show.
“The more expansive the city becomes in taking people into the supervised release program,
the more of these defendants are going to be committing crimes when they’re out,” Mr. Quinn
said. “And that’s our concern.”
Then there is the possibility that supervised release is ensnaring people who pose little risk at
all. Instead of only liberating defendants who might have been held in jail until trial, judges
may be mandating defendants to supervision who they would have otherwise released
unconditionally.

A memorial for Kalief Browder, who was held in Rikers for three years before charges were dismissed. Today, a
young defendant facing similar charges would have been eligible for supervised release.CreditLucas
Jackson/Reuters

Defense attorneys in Brooklyn say they see this wider net being cast, and there is some data to
confirm their concerns. Between 2016 and 2018, the mix of people enrolled in their borough’s
program has shifted slightly toward those assessed to be at a lower risk of felony rearrest.
Mr. Simmons, the social worker, said that even the light touch of supervised release can
inadvertently harm participants, for whom any additional contact with the criminal justice
system poses a risk. For example, a client of limited means might jump a turnstile to get to one
of the required meetings at the courthouse, risking a new citation.
The man Mr. Simmons helped get into a drug-treatment program was nearly rearrested when
he tried to pass through the court’s metal detector with a syringe in his pocket. The guards on
duty that day confiscated the paraphernalia and let him go; had he been charged with criminal
possession of a hypodermic instrument, a misdemeanor, it could have added to his already
lengthy rap sheet and complicated further proceedings in court. And if he hadn’t been under
supervised release, he wouldn’t have needed to pass through a metal detector that day in the
first place.
The biggest challenge to ensuring supervised release reaches people who would otherwise be
on Rikers Island is by design: the program does not currently accept those charged with violent
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felonies or domestic violence. But on a typical day, more than half the people detained in the
jail before trial are charged with these types of crimes.
Some charges for so-called violent crimes do not necessarily entail violent behavior, either. The
crime Kalief Browder was charged with, the theft of a backpack, is considered second-degree
robbery and, technically, a violent crime.
Critics say there is no evidence that supervision would be less effective for people charged
under these statutes, and their exclusion instead reflects a political stance. Some pretrial
programs elsewhere have no exclusions, allowing judges to consider each individual’s
circumstance regardless of the crime committed.
Scott Levy, special counsel at the Bronx Defenders, a public defender nonprofit, said that
excluding certain statutes hampers real reform. “It reinforces this notion that people charged
with violent offenses are somehow less deserving of the presumption of innocence than other
people.”
Which isn’t to say there is no risk: No judge or algorithm can reliably predict future behavior.
That uncertainty may motivate judges to detain defendants out of fear, but their belief that
doing so will prevent harm is misplaced, reformers say. “We aren’t just talking about the risk of
letting somebody out; we’re also talking about the risks of keeping somebody in,” said Tyler
Nims, executive director of the Independent Commission on NYC Criminal
Justice and Incarceration Reform. “There’s a ton of harm that comes from putting people in jail
who don’t belong there. And that’s hard to measure, but it happens every day.”
Since last March, the city has opened the door a crack, allowing people 17 and under who are
charged with certain violent felonies, including the charge Kalief Browder was facing, to
participate in a youth track of supervised release. All but a few have reappeared in court and
avoided further arrest during the program. In a pilot program, Brooklyn has enrolled people as
old as 19, and other boroughs may follow.
Some prosecutors and victims’ advocacy groups also signaled new openness to supervised
release for people charged with misdemeanor crimes of domestic violence, reflecting how far
attitudes toward detention have shifted. In 2017, there were nearly 6,000 misdemeanor
domestic violence cases in which bail was set, according to the Office of Court Administration.
But so far, supervised release has not been an option in these cases. One reason for the
hesitation is the historic underprotection the criminal justice system has afforded to victims of
domestic violence, where the nature of the crime is often repetitive and escalating.
“That was sort of a red line initially,” said Brooklyn’s district attorney, Eric Gonzalez. “But my
thinking on that has evolved, and I would support the option for screening for supervised
release on domestic violence cases.”
Supervised release poses a quandary for Dorchen Leidholdt, who directs legal services at the
domestic violence advocacy group Sanctuary for Families but was once a public defender
herself. She understands well the harm that pretrial detention inflicts on defendants. “The
victim’s safety must be paramount,” she said. And yet, she sees a time when even those accused
of domestic abuse could be released before trial. If all such defendants were assessed
intensively for risk of future violence, she said, her organization would be open to giving judges
some discretion in offering supervised release.
“Our position,” she said, “is not one of absolutism.”
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A seemingly offhand remark in a high school lunchroom set off an investigation
that uncovered an arsenal of weapons and a plot to attack a Muslim enclave in
upstate New York, law enforcement officials said.
The comment was made by a 16-year-old student at Greece Odyssey Academy in
Greece, N.Y.
On Friday, he showed classmates a photo of someone and said that person looked
like a potential school shooter, authorities said.
The statement alarmed fellow students, who reported it to school officials. The local
police became involved and started interviewing people at the school to determine
whether there was a potential threat.
The threat, it turned out, came from the 16-year-old whose comments had triggered
the investigation, authorities said on Tuesday. He and three young adults
stockpiled 23 firearms and three homemade bombs as part of a plan to target the
secluded Muslim enclave of Islamberg, a rural settlement about 150 miles
northwest of New York City, authorities said.
The men, Vincent Vetromile, 19, Brian Colaneri, 20, and Andrew Crysel, 18, all
from suburban Rochester, were arrested and charged with criminal possession of a
weapon and conspiracy, according to court documents.
A fourth person was arrested and charged with the same offenses as an adolescent
offender, Greece’s police chief, Patrick Phelan, said at a news conference on
Tuesday. His name was not revealed because of his age.
All four suspects remained in custody as of Wednesday morning. The juvenile
suspect is being held on a $1 million bail and is scheduled to return to court next
week. The three adults, who are being held on $50,000 cash bails or $100,000
bonds, are scheduled to appear in court next month.
No federal terrorism charges have been filed. But Monroe County’s district
attorney, Sandra Doorley, said Tuesday that the U.S. attorney’s office is involved in
the investigation and that federal charges were possible.
It was unclear how all four of those charged were linked or how they initially
connected, though at least three of the four were boy scouts, Mr. Phelan said. Two
of them, Mr. Vetromile and Mr. Crysel, were eagle scouts.
The three adults were also enrolled at Monroe Community College in Rochester at
various points in the last two years, a college spokeswoman said. It was not clear
whether their enrollment dates overlapped. Mr. Vetromile was last enrolled during
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the summer term in 2017, Mr. Colaneri in the fall semester of 2017 and Mr. Crysel
in the spring of 2018, the spokeswoman said.
Mr. Phelan said the four suspects had been planning their attack for about a month.
They communicated on Discord, a group chat app created for video gamers that
later became popular among far-right activists.
Officials only discovered the planned attack through their investigation at the
school, Mr. Phelan said.
Had students not come forward with their concerns, he said, “people would have
died.”
As part of the investigation, the police recovered 23 legally owned shotguns and
rifles from multiple locations, Mr. Phelan said.
Law enforcement officials also found three improvised explosive devices,
homemade bombs that appeared to be filled with black powder and nails, Mr.
Phelan said. It was unclear whether they were capable of being detonated, he said,
but they were sent to an F.B.I. laboratory in Quantico, Va., for further examination.
Court documents described the devices as a large cylinder, a medium-sized cylinder
and a Mason jar, all wrapped in duct tape.
Mr. Phelan said that officials were not yet sure why the four suspects had chosen to
target Islamberg, which is more than three hours from Greece by car. But he said
that officials were continuing to examine the men’s electronic devices to determine
a motive.
Islamberg, a rural hamlet in Delaware County, covers at least 60 acres of rolling
tree-covered hills, lakes and fields. Reaching it requires driving along country roads
that wind through thick woods.
The community was settled in the 1980s by followers of a Pakistani cleric, Mubarik
Ali Shah Gilani. The initial settlers were predominantly African-American Muslims
who left New York City looking for a better place to practice their religion and raise
their children. It serves as the headquarters for an organization called Muslims of
America, which operates similar communities throughout the United States,
according to a 2017 Associated Press story.
Over the past several years, Islamberg has been attacked by anti-Muslim groups
and some right-wing conspiracy theorists, who have said that the town is actually a
terrorist training camp despite its peaceful history.
For the past three years, a group called “Bikers United Against Jihad” has
organized a motorcycle protest against the community — though the bikers have
been outnumbered by counterprotesters.
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Islamberg has also previously faced threats of violence. In 2015, a man from
Tennessee, Robert Doggart, was arrested and charged with plotting an attack on
the community. Prosecutors said that he planned to recruit a militia to shoot
Islamberg residents and blow up the mosque there. He was convicted and
sentenced to nearly 20 years in prison in 2017.
In a statement, Muslims of America said the plot caused fear and “sent shock
waves” through its community.
“It is beyond tragic that our nation continues to fester with Islamophobia, hate and
religious intolerance,” the group said.
Rick Rojas contributed reporting.
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According to a Baylor University study, Americans are happier in states where taxpayer money
is spent on public goods like libraries, parks, highways, and natural resources. Part of the reason
for this correlation appears to be the fundamental nature of sharing, researcher Patrick
Flavin tells EurekAlert! He notes that “Public goods are things you can't exclude people from
using -- and one person using them doesn't stop another from doing so.”
Public libraries are arguably the single most important institution in a democracy. Anyone can
come in to seek and find information on any subject, for free. Besides that very fundamental
truth, libraries also house historical archives and serve as community centers, after-school
spaces, and sources of cultural programming in the many communities they serve.
Conservatives are not big fans of public libraries. Not being able to control access
to information creates the kind of anxiety in conservatives like the Koch brothers that only time
in an ether chamber can ameliorate.
Public parks and other spaces can help build community, while also providing people with a
respite from the general grind of trying to make ends meet. The Trump administration’s attacks
on public lands will take years to fix, and exemplify the base narcissism inherent in
conservative big-business-will-provide ideology.
According to Flavin, even though higher government spending on public goods is usually
accompanied by higher property taxes, people’s happiness seems to outweigh the cost, whether
it’s that “happier citizens self-select by moving to states that spend comparatively more on
public goods" or that “happier citizens support higher spending on public goods and elect state
officials to deliver on that policy."
We do know that there is one ideology that opposes government spending on public goods, so
we can infer one of two things from that: Conservatives don’t want communities to be happy; or
conservatives are generally unhappy people. Just saying.
You can read more about the movement to privatize public libraries over at Susan Grigsby’s
diary on the subject.
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ROCHESTER, NY (WROC) - Inmates at the Monroe County Jail are getting help with opioid
addiction thanks to a new program.
The sheriff's office is implementing "medication assisted treatment" or "MAT" units to treat
opioid abuse. The program was made possible with a $250,000 grant from the University of
Baltimore.
The new program will combine behavioral and drug therapies to help inmates through
withdrawal. Many inmates already plan to take advantage of the program.
"I feel more safe, I feel like I have a more solid foundation when I leave here, and if I were to
leave here without treatment, who know what would happen," inmate Thomas St. John told News
8. "You go right back to the same people, right back to the same things you were doing. Coming
in here and being able to get this treatment, things look better, things look different."
So far, the Monroe County Sheriff's Office is the only law enforcement agency in the country to
receive the funding.
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The no-vaccine crowd has persuaded a lot of people. But public health can prevail.
The World Health Organization has ranked vaccine hesitancy — the growing resistance to widely
available lifesaving vaccines — as one of the top 10 health threats in the world for 2019. That
news will not come as a surprise in New York City, where the worst measles outbreak in decades
is now underway. Nor in California or Minnesota, where similar outbreaks unfolded in 2014 and
2017, respectively. Nor in Texas, where some 60,000 children remain wholly unvaccinated thanks
in part to an aggressive anti-vaccine lobby.
Leading global health threats typically are caused by the plagues and perils of low-income
countries — but vaccine hesitancy is as American as can be. According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, the percentage of children who are unvaccinated has quadrupled since
2001, even though the overall utilization of most vaccines remains high. More than 100,000
American infants and toddlers have received no vaccines whatsoever, and millions more have
received only some crucial shots.
It’s no mystery how we got here. On the internet, anti-vaccine propaganda has outpaced provaccine public health information. The anti-vaxxers, as they are colloquially known, have
hundreds of websites promoting their message, a roster of tech- and media-savvy influencers and
an aggressive political arm that includes at least a dozen political action committees. Defense
against this onslaught has been meager. The C.D.C., the nation’s leading public health agency,
has a website with accurate information, but no loud public voice. The United States Surgeon
General’s office has been mum. So has the White House — and not just under the current
administration. That leaves just a handful of academics who get bombarded with vitriol, including
outright threats, every time they try to counter pseudoscience with fact.
The consequences of this disparity are substantial: a surge in outbreaks of measles, mumps,
pertussis and other diseases; an increase in influenza deaths; and dismal rates of HPV vaccination,
which doctors say could effectively wipe out cervical cancer if it were better utilized. But
infectious disease experts warn that things could get much worse. Trust in vaccines is being so
thoroughly eroded, they say, that these prevention tools are in danger of becoming useless. The
next major disease outbreak “will not be due to a lack of preventive technologies,” Heidi Larson,
a professor at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, writes in the journal Nature,
but to an “emotional contagion, digitally enabled.”
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Thwarting this danger will require a campaign as bold and aggressive as the one being waged by
the anti-vaccination contingent. And to launch such a campaign would require overcoming strong
inertia: a waning public health apparatus, countervailing politics and a collective amnesia over the
havoc the diseases in question once wrought. But to succeed would be to rescue from oblivion
one of the greatest triumphs of human ingenuity over disease — and to save countless lives.
Here’s how to get started.
Get tough. After the 2014 California measles outbreak, the state eliminated nonmedical
exemptions for mandatory vaccinations. After a similar outbreak in Michigan, health officials
there began requiring individuals to formally consult with their local health departments before
opting out of otherwise-mandatory shots. In both cases, these tougher policies drove up
vaccination rates. Other states ought to follow this lead, and the federal government should
consider tightening restrictions around how much leeway states can grant families that want to
skip essential vaccines.
Be savvy. The Vaccine Confidence Project is a London-based academic endeavor that monitors
anti-vaccine websites for rumors and conspiracies and addresses them before the messages go
viral. It also conducts regular surveys of attitudes and puts out a vaccine confidence index.
Federal health officials would do well to implement a similar program, make it as public as
possible and pair it with an aggressive and targeted social media campaign that makes as much
use of celebrities as the anti-vaccine movement has.
Be clear. Vaccines, to some extent, are victims of their own success. In the United States
especially, they’ve beaten so many infectious foes into oblivion that hardly any practicing
doctors, let alone new parents, remember how terrible those diseases once were. An effective provaccine campaign needs to remind us: Vaccines prevent two million to three million deaths
globally each year. In developing countries, people line up for hours to get these shots. It’s also
O.K. to get out of the gray zone. Scientists, especially, are uncomfortable with black-and-white
statements, because science is all about nuance. But, in the case of vaccines, there are some hard
truths that deserve to be trumpeted. Vaccines are not toxic, and they do not cause autism. Full
stop.
Know the enemy. The arguments used by people driving the anti-vaccination movement have not
changed in about a century. These arguments are effective because they are intuitively appealing
— but they are also easily refutable. Instead of ignoring these arguments, an effective pro-vaccine
campaign would confront them directly, over and over, for as long as it takes. Yes, there are
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chemicals in vaccines, but they are not toxic. No, vaccines can’t overwhelm your immune system,
which already confronts countless pathogens every day.
Know the audience. Not every parent with concerns about vaccination is a rabid conspiracy
theorist bent on resisting inoculation forever. In fact, studies suggest that less than 2 percent of all
parents fall into this category. The rest of vaccine-hesitant families sit along a spectrum. Some
reject all vaccines but are still open to receiving information. Others are only worried about one
specific vaccine. And others still are merely anxious and looking for reliable information. Any
successful campaign will need to mind this diversity and prioritize listening to concerns as much
as dispelling myths.
Enlist the right support. Some doctors and scientists have referred to “uneventful vaccination”
as “The Greatest Story Never Told.” Though they may not spread on the internet like the stories
of terrible mishaps that anti-vaxxers traffic in, these far more common tales of inoculation without
incident can be a powerful elixir for a nervous new parent. The best ambassadors of these stories
are likely to be parents themselves. Surveys suggest that pro-vaccine families are often eager to
help counter misinformation, but they don’t know where to start. If health officials corralled these
families and trained them in the basics of vaccine science, they might succeed where official
voices sometimes fail.
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Body-shaming a problem on, off the
web
By Alexi Cohan, Boston Herald
Bullying takes the form of a personal, pointed attack when body-shaming comes into play -- a
violation that follows victims online and in person.
"With the merging of the online and offline world, we are seeing a steep rise in body-shaming," said
national bullying expert Barbara Coloroso.
Body shaming -- mocking or making cruel jokes about one's physical features -- can gravely impact
the mental health of victims, she said.
"It's persistent, it's pernicious, it's constant ... it doesn't go away," said Coloroso. "They carry the
weight of the pain of insult in their brain and in their body."
But, psychoanalyst and Northeastern psychology professor William Sharp suggested body-shaming
may be easing in some communities due to a wider acceptance surrounding gender identity and
sexuality.
"People are more comfortable with their friends' bodies," said Sharp.
Sharp said body-shaming pressures can also come from television shows, movies and magazines -not just from fellow classmates.
According to guidelines from Stopbullying.gov, a website managed by the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, there are several physical characteristics that may make one more susceptible
to bullying.
The site lists risk factors like being underweight or overweight, wearing glasses or different clothing.
"It's a matter of taking seriously the matter of verbal and social targeting of a human being,"said
Coloroso.
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